“Imperfection is in some way sort of essential to all that we know of life. It is the sign of life in a mortal body, that is to say, of a state of progress and change. Nothing that lives is, or can be, rigidly perfect; part of it is decaying, part nascent… And in all things that live there are certain irregularities and deficiencies which are not only signs of life, but sources of beauty…

- John Ruskin

Woven Stone designs, manufactures and installs all kinds of creative concrete products, unlike other materials there are very few design limitations. We can cast thin with our high performance concrete (GFRC) reducing the weight significantly. GFRC is still concrete and exhibits the same wonderful surface variation that is impossible to predict. Any colour, shape or style is possible including the option to integrate inlays such as fossils, fibre optics or even fire.
Our GFRC can be cast from 15mm thick up to any thickness and manufactured up to 3000mm, standard dimensions are 2400mm x 1200mm.

Return edges can be created to give the illusion of mass whilst reducing weight significantly.

We use a deeply penetrating film forming sealer rather than an easy to apply impregnator or repellent. Our sealer requires no maintenance and is highly stain and scratch resistant.

Various textures, colours and edge details are possible.

The colours shown here are just a few examples of the many colour possibilities that Woven Stone can customise to your project. Our products are hand-made & hand finished. Variations in texture, dimension & aggregate distribution may occur, this is part of the charm & characteristics of concrete.

colours shown on screens or prints will likely be different.* Samples are available on request.